We owe a lot to the Indians, who taught us how to count, without which no worthwhile scientific discovery could have been made.

Albert Einstein

In India activity prevailed when even Greece did not exist... Even earlier, when history has no record and tradition dares not peer into the gloom of the intense past, even from until now, ideas after ideas have marched out from her, but every word has been spoken with a blessing behind it and peace before it. We of all nations of the world, have never been a conquering race, and that blessing is on our head, and therefore we live......

Swami Vivekanand
APRIL
- Abhinandan Ceremony: Warm Welcome to teachers from DMA 1 & New Teachers
- Intra Class Poster Making Competition
- English Recitation
- Hindi Word Antakshari
- Welcome Party for Maple Bear Kids.
- Cooking Without Fire
- Maple Bear Orientation Program for Parents.
- Counselling Sessions

MAY
- Intra Class Just a Minute Speech Competition
- Dance Party
- Intra Class Best Out of waste
- Maple Bear Orientation Program for Parents.
- Mothers Day Celebration
- PTM
- Academic Accolades — Superb Board results, X & XII

JUNE
- Educomp Smart Class teachers training program
- Renovation work: Make-over of DMI
- Teachers Training Program for Maple Bear teachers
- Skype training sessions

JULY
- Teachers Training Program for Maple Bear Teachers
- Gearing up for new session staff meeting
- Brand New DMI - Wow!
- Intra Class Poster Making Competition
- Canada Day Celebration
- Intra Class Rakhi Making Competition
- Intra class collage making competition
- Cooking Without Fire
- Theatre Activity
- Developing Scientific Temper – Activities
- “Jodo Gyan” Activity
- Participation in Inter School “On the spot drawing & Painting competition – Chitrakanan-2012”
- DMI adopted three village schools in the in the vicinity. Sensitization & peer learning program

Blending Science and Creativity

Maple Bear at DMI awarded STAR SCHOOL OF THE YEAR GLOBAL AWARD

Class XII Science Topper: Kartikey Jain secured 94.4% in commerce stream. Tushita Agarwal topped the list with 91%
AUGUST
- Corridor displays Activity
- Rakhi celebration
- Germination of seeds activity
- Janmashami Celebration
- Teachers Training Program
- Investiture Ceremony : Chief Guest
  Col. Gautam Kapoor, Guest of Honour: Dr. N.P. Singh
- Independence Day Celebration
- Flag Hoisting
- Maths & Eng Guidelines to slow learners student's parents
- Motivational Workshop for Teachers
- PTM
- Chairman’s Visit
- NASA Astronomy Olympiad
- Intra class gift wrapping competition
- Intra Class poetry recitation competition

SEPTEMBER
- Teachers training program for Maple Bear teachers
- Teacher’s day celebration + Van Mahotsava Celebration
- Teacher’s day
- Participation in “Teachers’ Development Program”
- Hi Brazil – Participation of Maple Bear DMI students in ‘One world,
one culture’ fest held in Maple Bear Brazil
- Dear Program - Drop everything and read activity
- Athletics Competitions :
  a. 50 Mts, 100 Mtrs, Fun races
  b. Indoor Games
  c. Skating
- Music Competition
- Taekwondo competition
- Visit to Dev Mandir for Ganesh Chaturthi Puja
- Lord Ganpati Shapna @ DMI
- Visit of MB Managing Director & Director Academics
- Teachers’ Training Program for Maple Bear teachers
- PTM
- Plethora of Maple Bear Activities
- Friday activities for all classes
- FA2 projects & activities
- SA1 assessment

They have done us proud : class X
8 Students secured CGPA 10 —
Shreshtha Maithani, Sonali, Izmal,
Shruti Arora, Sahil, Dixant,
Rohan, Shruti Singh
I would like to congratulate you, your team and entire Management for the efforts and quality of education imparted to the Maple Bear Kids.

—Mr. Geurav Agarwal & Gauri

Celebrating Unity in Diversity

Winner of Inter School on the spot painting competition:
- Master Krish - Nur B II Position
- Gunjan - KG D III Position
- Ananya Mandal - II B III Position

A School with a difference.... where every child matters.

Gerald Mcleod, Vice President
Maple Bear Global Schools
My ward is learning good manners. We have observed a lot of changes in his behaviour. He is very caring about all students. We are very thankful to DMJ.

Mr. Piyush Vashishtha
Ho Himang

Parent's feedback

My son takes interest in going to the school daily. He has learnt Sanskrit Shlokas and English Poems.

Mr. Anuj Kumar
9/15 Vijay Kt.
**Parent’s Feedback**

We are grateful to DMI for helping in the smooth transition of our son from DMA 1 to DMI. The personal care given to children is amazing. Apart from academics the teachers take care of notebook correction, revision work and give us a feedback on day to day performance on telephone. Lakshya particularly enjoys learning German language and Taekwondo activity. We thank the Principal for keeping the promise of providing a good infrastructure in two months time.

Ms. Varsha Anand M/o Lakshya Anand

---

**Parent’s Feedback**

I decided to change the school of my child and admitted Tulika in DMI i find a lot of changes in just 2 months. Tulika has started taking interest in studies she is doing very well. She always wants to go to school. She has performed on Teacher’s day and has become a confident student. Thanks a lot to DMI.

Mr. Vishal I/o Tulika
Parent’s feedback

My Daughter was handed over to DMI last year with lots of expectations for her growth and education and to my surprise time and again DMI has been shocking me with new changes and development that I see in my daughter day to day. The school is keen in taking care of my child’s interest and ensures her participation in various co-curricular activities.

Kapil Sharma Ho Tia Sharma

Invitational Taekwondo Championship 2012 Tushar of V-C won a Gold Medal

Budding Actor

Creating Symphony

Sensitization programme : Visit to the school for Deaf & Dumb. Students are also working closely with NGOs like ‘Saviors’ environment protection programme and ‘Helpage’ for the senior citizens.

Chairman’s visit

Congratulations !

Shardul Vihan has won a silver medal in Northzone shooting championship held at Delhi He is the youngest (8 years) shooting sensation who has broken all previous records and has done his school proud.
Where The Mind is Without Fear

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high
Where knowledge is free
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments
   By narrow domestic walls
Where words come out from the depth of truth
Where tireless striving stretches it arms towards perfection
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way
Into the dreary desert sand of dead habit
Where the mind is led forward by thee
Into ever-widening thought and action
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake

— Rabindra Nath Tagore

Dayawati Modi International
Modipuram, Meerut
Ph. : 0121-2577101, Fax : 0121-2576385
website : www.dmi.edu.in
e-mail : principal@DMI.edu.in